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Comment It is with utmost concern that after this
meeting no one knows how this mine is
going to affect the water table. Once this
water has gone it will cause a serious
problem to the area and the govt. will be
to blame. No one else! It will be a huge
disaster for everyone in SA and the
ramifications will be worldwide. The
amount of double trucks on roads are
dangerous and slow up traffic in hilly
areas. The lighting will throw a huge glow
over the area which again is causing
angst to locals who live in the area. The
blasting for locals 25/7 is a shocking
thing for them to have to put up with
causing stress and ruining their way of
life . The area is known for its beautiful
environment and green lifestyle with
vineyards, restaurants and farming life. I
believe in mining but other mining
companies have enough gold to supply
the world for years but don't flood the
market. This is just pure greed. It is
deplorable and may be an environmental
disaster and once that happens this
beautiful area is destroyed. Repeat not
one person know what is going to happen
to the water table so to me that is
enough to stop this mine!

Additional comments No Mine. Do not destroy this pristine
environment for greed. Look after our
water. Just stop this foolhardiness!




